Multi-parameter analysis and corresponding visualization of a rigid body nonlinear dynamics with coupled rotations around no intersecting axes based on vector method are presented. For nonlinear dynamics of a gyro-rotor with one degree of freedom and coupled rotations, series of three parameters phase trajectory transformations are presented and analyzed. Also, some graphical visualization of the vector rotator properties is presented. Angular velocity of kinematical vector rotator is expressed by using both angular acceleration and angular velocity of component coupled rotations of gyro-rotor.
Introduction
Vector method based on mass moment vectors coupled for pole and oriented axes is used for obtaining vector expressions for both linear momentum and angular momentum and their corresponding derivatives with respect to time (see References [11] . [12] and [13] ). This method is suitable to describe rigid body dynamic with coupled rotations around no intersecting axes. Mass inertial moment vectors and corresponding deviational vector components for pole and oriented axis are defined by K. Hedrih in 1991 (see References [[8] , [9] and [10] ). Based on introduced vector method and mass moment vectors a series of the vector expressions of kinetic parameters of a rigid body simple or coupled rotations around no intersecting axes are derived and presented in previously published papers [8] 13], but no complete analysis of obtained vector expressions, especially according nonlinear dynamics..
An additional analysis of obtained vector expressions, for considered examples of mechanical system with coupled rotations, is necessary to complete research results which are possible to obtain. Also, it is possible to show large possibilities of the power of use mass moments vectors coupled to point and axis for vector analysis multi-body dynamics with coupled rotations.
Results of an additional vector and numerical multi-parameter analysis of obtained vector expressions in cited reference [13] is given in this our paper. The kinematical vector rotators as well as their angular velocities and intensity are defined for a system with one degree of freedom, and for coupled rotations around two no intersecting axes in reference [13] by which in this paper we present multi-parameter transformation their nonlinear properties.
Research in the area of rigid body coupled rotations and series of the gyro dynamics dates back about one hundred years. Gyroscope is an attractive and everlasting subject of dynamics, which has been studied by many authors. Current research in area of multi-body coupled rotations is very important in engineering applications especially in robotics, but based on numerical methods. Mass moment vectors and vector rotators in our opinion can be new open way for applications in this area.
From time to time it is useful to pay attention again to classical models of dynamics of mechanical systems and to find possibilities for new approaches to these classical results by using methods that are not jet used in the classical literature. New vector approach gives us new knowledge about nonlinear phenomena in classical models of mechanical system.
An overview of gyroscopes theory with theoretical, practical aspects, applications and trends is possible to obtain by reading the following references: [1] [2] , [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , [14] 16] and [18] .
The original research results of dynamics and stability of gyrostats was given in 1979 by Anchev and Rumyantsev [2] .
The dynamic behavior of a symmetric gyro with linear-plus-cubic damping, which is subjected to a harmonic excitation, is studied in the Reference [6] by Chen, H.-K., (2002) . The Lyapunov direct method has been used to obtain the sufficient conditions of the stability of the equilibrium points of the system. By applying numerical results, time history, phase diagrams, Poincare maps, Lyapunov exponents and Lyapunov dimensions are presented to observe periodic and chaotic motions. Also, attention is shifted to the control chaos and o the synchronization of chaos in the two identical chaotic motions of symmetric gyros.
The classical book [3] by Andonov, Vitt and Haykin contain a classical and very important elementary dynamical model of a fascinate, a heavy mass particle relative nonlinear dynamics along rotate circle around vertical axis through it's center. Nonlinear dynamics and singularities lead to primitive model of the simple case of the gyro-rotor, which represent a useful dynamical and mathematical model of a rigid body nonlinear dynamics by coupled rotations about no intersecting axes.
Organizations of this paper is based on both vector method applications with use of the mass moment vectors, and vector rotators for which vector expressions for linear momentum and angular momentum and their derivatives of the rigid body coupled rotations around two no intersecting axes are presented in the previous published Reference [13] .. These obtained expressions are used for analysis and numerical experiment in multi-parameter transformation of the vector rotator properties and shapes of the corresponding phase trajectories. The series of conclusions are pointed out.
Model of a rigid body coupled rotations around two no intersecting axes
Let us to consider rigid body coupled rotations around two no intersecting axes, as presented in Reference [13] and in Figure 1 . are angles of screw position of rigid body main inertia axes to the self rotation axis. When center C of the mass of rigid body is not on self rotation axis of rigid body self rotation, we can say that rigid body is eccentrically positioned in relation to the self rotation axis. Eccentricity of position is normal distance between body mass center C and axis of self rotation and it is defined by For detail see Reference [13] and Figure 1 . By using vector expressions for linear and angular momentum expressed in the Reference [13] by use vector method based on the mass moment vectors (see Appendix I* and II*) and vector rotators for a rigid body coupled rotations around no intersecting axes described in previous part and presented in Figure 1 , the vector expression of corresponding derivatives of linear momentum is presented in the following form: ) and corresponding mass moments vectors coupled for pole and axis.
We can see that in previous vector expression (1), for derivative of linear momentum, are introduced the three vectors rotators in the following form (for detail see Ref. [13] ): ( )
Also, in same reference [13] 
Nonlinear dynamics parameters of a rigid body coupled rotations around two orthogonal no intersecting axes and with one degree of freedom
We are going to take into consideration special case of the considered heavy rigid body with coupled rotations about two orthogonal no intersecting axes with one degree of freedom, and in the gravitation field. This is example from Reference [13] . For this case coordinate 2 ϕ is generalized independent, and coordinate 1 ϕ is programmed. In that case, we say that coordinate 1 ϕ is rheonomic coordinate and system is with kinematical excitation, programmed by forced support rotation by constant angular velocity. When, the angular velocity of shaft support axis is constant, ,
it is obvious that rheonomic coordinate is linear function of time, (6) and it is considered an eccentric disc (eccentricity is e ), with mass m and radius r , which is inclined to the axis of its own self rotation by the angle β .
Singular points and relative equilibrium positions of the heavy gyro-rotor disk coupled rotations around orthogonal no intersecting axes and conditions of their stability and instability
Let transform previous nonlinear equation (5) into system of two first order nonlinear differential equations in the following way:
For obtaining stationary values for the previous system (7), we put that right hand sides of both differential equations of that system are equal to zero. Then, from obtained transcendent nonlinear equation, , and to evaluate stability of roots of characteristic equation. By use of generalization of the previous system (7), we can write it in the following form:
and their corresponding linearization around stationary values and corresponding gyro-rotor-disk relative equilibrium positions ( ) By use of previous system (9) of linearized differential equations, the linearization of the nonlinear differential equation (5) 
Depending of the coefficient sign, [ ] 
Phase portrait of the heavy gyro-rotor disk coupled rotations about two no intersecting axes and their three parameter transformations
Let consider phase portrait of the relative nonlinear dynamics of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk around self rotation shaft axis and phase trajectories transformation by changing disk position on the self-rotation axis. Forms of phase trajectories and their transformations by changes of initial conditions, and for different cases of disk eccentricity and angle of its skew, as well as for different values of orthogonal distance between axes of component rotations are obtained.
For that reason it is necessary to find first integral of the differential equation As the analyzed system is conservative, it is also the system energy integral.
For that previous restricted case, one can separate part of expressions in the equation (15) in the following form: (16) as an analog similar to the potential energy in this rheonomic system, or a expression of the potential energy of the corresponding conservative system to the considered rheonomic system.
In Figure 2 ., the transformation of the graphical presentation of the potential energy analog curve p Ẽ of the heavy gyro rotor-disk, with coupled rotation about two no intersecting axes for different values (d*) of the disk eccentricity e and (a*, b* and c*) of the angle β of disk inclination to the self shaft axis of rotation are presented. In Figure 4 . a* transformation of a closed phase trajectory presentation of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear dynamics with rotating no intersecting axes for different values of normal distance between axes and for the corresponding initial conditions is presented. In Figure 4 .b* transformation of a closed phase trajectory presentation of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear relative dynamics with rotating no intersecting axes for different values of disk eccentricity in position to the self rotation axis and for the corresponding initial conditions is presented. In Figure 5 . transformation of the two different closed phase trajectories presentations of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk self rotation with rotating no intersecting axes for different values of orthogonal distance between axes and for the corresponding initial conditions is visible.
In Figure 5 .a* transformation of a closed phase trajectory without appearance of the homoclinic orbit in the form number eight is presented. In Figure  5 . b* transformation of a closed phase trajectory with appearance of the homoclinic orbit in the form number eight followed by bifurcation of singular points is presented. By this phase trajectory transformation, we can see that relative equilibrium position of the disk on the self rotation axis lose stability and appear two other stable relative equilibrium positions and also, stable center type singular point separates into three singular points -into set of three coupled singularities, one no stable saddle type and two stable center type around no stable saddle type singular point. These coupled, three, singular point build a trigger of coupled singularities. Figure 6 .b* transformation of a closed homoclinic phase trajectory around homoclinic orbit in the form of number "eight" of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear dynamics, with coupled rotations around no intersecting axes is presented for different values of parameter λ . In this case, phase portrait of nonlinear dynamics contain inside a trigger of coupled singularities. Parameter λ is bifurcation parameter.
In Figure 7 . transformation of a closed phase trajectory of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear dynamics with coupled rotations around no intersecting axes for different values of parameter λ is presented. This closed phase trajectory, inside, contain a trigger of coupled singularities ( In Figure 8 .a* transformation of a phase trajectory of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear relative dynamics with coupled rotations around no intersecting orthogonal axes for different values of parameter β of disk inclination to the self rotation axis, no containing inside a trigger of coupled singularities is presented. This phase trajectory transformation contains few fixed points.
In Figure 8 .b* transformation of a phase trajectory of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear dynamics with coupled rotations around no intersecting axes for different values of parameter β of disk inclination to the self rotation axis is presented. For this case phase portrait contain a trigger of coupled singularities; ( ). From this figure and homoclinic phase trajectory transformation and its layering it is possible to conclude that there are values of the parameter β of disk inclination to the self rotation axis for which disappear homoclinic orbit in the form number "eight" together with disappearance of the trigger of coupled singularities. Also, in this case appear one stable type center singular point. From this figure and homoclinic phase trajectory transformation and its layering it is possible to conclude that there are values of the parameter β of disk inclination to the self rotation axis for which disappear homoclinic orbit in the form of number "eight" together with disappearance of the trigger of coupled singularities in the process of the two homoclinic phase trajectory fusion into one homoclinic trajectory. Opposite change presents appearance of the trigger of coupled singularities and separations a homoclinic orbit in the form of number "eight" and present bifurcation. We can conclude that parametric analysis of the phase trajectory portrait by different values of parameter β of disk inclination to the self rotation axis provoke bifurcation of the equilibrium positions and one equilibrium position lose stability and appear two new equilibrium positions, but relative, correspond to the stable center type singular points. 
Parametric analysis of vector rotators of the heavy gyro-rotor disk coupled rotations about two no intersecting orthogonal axes and their three parameter transformations
In considered case, for the heavy gyro-rotor-disk nonlinear dynamics, in the gravitational field with one degree of freedom and with constant angular velocity about fixed axis, we have three sets of vector rotators firstly presented in References [11] and [12] and for considered case in Reference [13] in vector and analytical form. Some graphical presentations are done in cited references. In this part a detailed three parametric analysis is done.
By use, results in vector and analytical form from Reference [13] based on the vector expressions presented by expressions (2) and (4) and by use ordinary differential equation (5) and its corresponding first integral (15) and corresponding definitions of the deviational part of the mass moment vectors (see Appendix I.) we can list the two expressions for two vector rotators appear in the considered system dynamics in following forms: R r are similar, and may be expressed in the following form [13] : 
It is necessary to take into consideration that all vector rotators, it is not in same directions, but is in the same plane orthogonal to the self rotation axis oriented by unit vector 2 n r and through pole 2 O . a* b* , connected for the pole 2 O which rotate around self rotation axis, oriented by unit vector 2 n r in the orthogonal plane through pole 2 O , and by changing some parameters of heavy gyro-rotor structure, as it is eccentricity e , angle of disk inclination β , orthogonal distance between axes a , as well as parameter ψ contained in the coefficients of the nonlinear differential equation (5) and given in expressions (19) and (20), we obtain series of the graphical presentation and their three parameter transformations shown in Figures 9 and 10 . Variation with parameter ψ is presented in Figure 9 , and variation with parameter λ is presented in Figure 10 . ) in the plane through pole 2 O and orthogonal to the self rotation axis, for different initial conditions of the starting motion of gyro-rotor-disk coupled component rotations.
Concluding remarks
First main result presented in this paper is successful three parametric analysis of the analytical and vector expressions obtained by vector method in previous published references [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] as generalized application of the vector method based on the introduced new mass moment vectors coupled for pole and axis for investigation of the rigid body coupled rotations around two no intersecting axes and vector decomposition of the dynamic parameter structure into series of the vector parameters useful for analysis of the coupled rotation kinetic properties.
Introducing, in previously published papers, mass moment vectors and vector rotators coupled for pole and axis and used for three parameter analysis and transformations of the non-linear dynamics properties, in this paper, we show suitability of vector expressions, and especially vector rotators for to show new approach to vector decompositions of the coupled rotations of a rigid body very present in engineering system dynamics.
We use vector expressions of the kinetic parameters of the nonlinear dynamics of a rigid body coupled rotations around two no intersecting axes, and on the basis of the three parametric analysis of the vector rotators, and transformations of the phase trajectories, we show that vector method as well as applications of the mass moment vectors and vector rotators give a simplest way and expressions for analysis characteristic vector structures of coupled rotation kinetic properties, especially angular velocities of the vector rotators which are in directions of the kinetic pressures on shaft bearings or their reactions.
Using the derived analytical expressions of the gyro-rotor-disk coupled rotations and by standard software tools, the numerous visualizations of phase trajectories are presented.
Special attentions are focused to the parametric analysis of the vector rotator transformations, as well as to the absolute and relative angular velocities of their rotations. These kinematical vector rotators of the heavy gyro-rotor-disk coupled rotations about two no intersecting axes and their three parameter transformations are done as a result of this paper.
At end, we can conclude that combinations of the vector expressions obtained in reference [13] by vector method based in the mass moment vectors defined in References [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] with vector rotators, open a new possibility for application this vector and analytical approach to the series of the nonlinear dynamics of system of multi-body dynamics with multi-coupled rotations. 
